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Abstract-A standard 48-inch two-bulb fluorescent lamp was | t

modified to be used as a capacitive sensing system. The lamp
sensor system demonstrated the ability to detect the presence and
motion of human targets at ranges of up to 10 feet between the
lamp and the closest edge of the target. Proof of concept was also J v
demonstrated for metal detection by demonstrating the ability
to differentiate between a human target and the same human Bulb I
target carrying conducting (metallic) objects. The lamp sensor
shows potential for low-cost and widespread discreet security |
monitoring and biometric surveillance.

Effective Source 1 Effective Source 2

I. INTRODUCTION_
Incremental source GNID

By making use of the alternating electric fields emitted byfluorescentuslamp under noalt operationel ,thel lmptn be Fig. 1. Reversing the ballast connections to one bulb results in symmetrica fluorescent lamp under normal operation, the lamp can be effective voltage sources referenced to the center of the lamp [2].
used as a capacitive sensor. The lamp sensor demonstrated
proof of concept in [1] for detecting the presence and motion
of human targets at maximum distances of up to 10 feet below

the amp.Thefuncionlityof he lmp enso isexteded output is nulled. Small deviations from the nulled output canthe lamp. The functionality of the lamp sensor iS extended
beapiedgaty

from [1] by detecting the presence of metallic objects on the be amplified greatly.
human target. Also, by using multiple electrode pairs spaced The lamp sensor system presented in [1], [2] and here uses
differently, instead of only one electrode pair, the capability to a 48-inch, two-bulb lamp. In order to implement a differential
scan vertically is explored and the concept of the lamp sensor and balanced measurement, we modify the ballast connections
as a discreet biometric surveillance sensor is demonstrated. to the two bulbs so that the source of electric field from the
In this vertical scanning technique, materials with anomalous bulbs is symmetric about the center of the lamp. Without
dielectric or conductive make-up can be seen as anomalies in modifying the ballast connections, the bulbs are driven in
the output voltage of the lamp sensor system. phase (current flowing the same direction in each bulb) and

the alternating voltage relative to the center of the bulbs for
II. BACKGROUND: LAMP SENSOR CONCEPTS AND SIGNAL one side of the lamp is 1800 out of phase with the alternating

CONDITIONING voltage relative to the center of the bulbs for the other side.
In that case, the lumped signal source, consisting of the sum

A. Balanced Source for Differential Measurements of the alternating voltages of the two bulbs, is not symmetric

In our system, two electrodes measure electric field distur- and therefore not ideal for our differential measurement. By
bances below the lamp with a differential measurement from reversing the ballast connections to one of the bulbs, the sum
two electrodes. The differential measurement offers several of the alternating voltages of the two bulbs is symmetric about
advantages. First, the differential measurement eliminates the the center of the lamp. The sum, however, will be nonzero
dependence on any dc ground reference when measuring the because the voltage waveform of each bulb is asymmetric
electric fields emitted by the lamp. Second, the differential about the center of the lamp. A typical length-wise voltage
topology is insensitive to common-mode pickup or interfer- profile of a struck fluorescent bulb can be found in [5]. A
ence likely to be present on account of other electric field diagram of the ballast connections to the two bulbs and the
sources. Third, because the differential measurement is taken balanced effective signal sources is shown in Figure 1.
from abalanced topology, the differential gain of the front-end The effective strength of the alternating voltage source
amplifier in the signal conditioning circuitry can be very large in the context of the differential measurement between two
without saturating, because in the absence of a detection the electrodes is complicated because it depends on the electrode
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TABLE I
configuration (distance between the electrodes and the lamp CAPACITANCE DESCRIPTIONS AND NOMINAL VALUES FOR THE LUMPED
and distance between the two electrodes), the asymmetric CAPACITANCE MODEL [2].
voltage profile of each bulb, and on the geometry of the
lamp. Because the absolute strength of the effective voltage Label [ Physical Description Nominal Value(s)
source is only necessary for predicting absolute responses, CiI Left source to left electrode 2 pFsource

isnot enerallyneessary 0irectly (in [1 [2] here), _C22 Right source to right electrode 2 pF
it is not generally measured directly (in [1], [2], nor here), C1T Left source to target 10 fF-1 pF
although it can be inferred for each electrode configuration C2T Right source to target 10 fF-1 pF
by comparing simulated responses to measured responses as C5 Left electrode to target 10 fF-1 pF
in [2]. The treatment of the electrical signal source as a low- C6 Right electrode to target 10 fF-I pF
impedance voltage source and not a high-impedance current cgg Floor to incremental bulb ground 1 pF
source is discussed in [2]. CTg Target to incremental bulb ground 1 pF

B. Capacitive Model
Measuring electric field changes below the lamp in response a z

to a conducting or dielectric target amounts to measuring diff

changes in lumped capacitance values between conducting + Mi-
surfaces. The simplified physical capacitive model of the lamp C 1

t_idiff _ 22 C
sensor and target is shown in Figure 2. The physical model IT- _2T
consists of the capacitances of interest between conducting r
surfaces including the lumped signal source and the human L Target
target. For simulation, capacitance values are readily obtained

C,using the multipole-expansion finite-element modeling soft- Electrodle I - CT9 Electrode:2
ware FastCap [4]. The treatment of all of the capacitances in i
the system and the simplification to the model shown here can
be found in [2]. Fig. 3. The lumped element capacitive circuit consisting of the capacitances

of interest shows a symmetrical and balanced bridge circuit for nullable
Incremental Source GND differential measurement. The differential signal that will be measured is the

+ differential current idiff and it will be measured as the differential voltage
si - l s2 Vdif f at the output of a differential transimpedance amplifier with differential
CgL Clll 22 > - C | transimpedance Zdiff [2].

1t 22--

CIT CTg C2T
\TCs . C6 C. Signal Conditioning

The capacitive circuit presented in Section II-B is interfaced
with signal conditioning circuitry by connecting the electrodes

_Target to an analog front-end amplifier with shielded cables. The
C - electrodes are connected directly to the high-impedance inputs

t1 1 ggg of a high-gain op-amp. The result is current-mode detection

t7T Floor of the signals in the capacitive circuit of Figure 3. Therefore,
the amplifier, after the effective input capacitance from the

Fig. 2. The lumped element capacitive model consists of capacitances of capacitive circuit, is a transimpedance amplifier. The schematic
interest between conducting surfaces and the lumped signal sources in the of the implemented transimpedance amplifier is shown in
lamp sensor and target system. The full treatment of all of the capacitances in 4 The JFET op-amps buffer the inputs of the full-
the real system and the simplification of the full model to the model shown Figure y
here can be found in [2]. differential op-amp for low input-offset current and low input-

referred current noise. Feedback capacitors stabilize the system
Table I provides a description of the lumped capacitances with a form of lead compensation in order to provide a stable

in the simplified physical model and nominal values obtained closed-loop response despite the capacitive input elements.
from FastCap [4]. Capacitances that vary depending on the 1) Stray Capacitances: One advantage of using current-
position of the human target below the lamp have a range of mode detection (by connecting the electrodes directly to the
capacitances that is lower bound by the minimum detectable inputs of the front-end op-amp) is that stray capacitances
change in capacitance in the system presented here. from the electrodes to incremental ground can be neglected
The lumped capacitive model is simplified and redrawn as in the output response of the front-end amplifier. The fully-

the capacitive circuit shown in Figure 3. The measured signal differential circuit consisting of the signal source and front-
is the differential current that passes through the effective low- end amplifier can be separated into two identical half-circuits.
impedance path from one electrode to the other created by The voltage reference for each half-circuit is the voltage about
the differential transimpedance amplifier presented in Section which the two halves of the differential voltages in the fully
II-C. differential circuit are symmetric. Figure 5, shows the half-
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1h pFphase. In the synchronous detection scheme, the carrier signal
I is the alternating voltage source signal and the baseband signal: ~~~~~~~1MQT;n. |11/2AD8620 results from the changes in the effective input capacitance

THS140° due to the presence or movement of the target below the
--+ lamp. A modulated carrier signal or an up-modulated baseband

'id 1/2AD862V +12 Vod signal results from the carrier signal driving current through
> < -12Vv the changing effective input capacitance. The signal is down-

Coax 1-M S 21.5V modulated back to the baseband after amplification. This
Ti ~ Iisaccomplished by multiplication with another copy of the

1 pF carrier signal. A simplified block diagram of the synchronous
detection system is shown in Figure 6.

Fig. 4. Schematic of the Low-Noise Analog Front-End Amplifier [2]
Up-modulated Signal

Carrier Signal W Q

circuit in which the ground reference is labeled "differential c
ground reference." The stray capacitance, Cstray i shunts the MP LPF TO PC
op-amp input node to the differential ground [2].

ifZf G~~~~~~bigT
Modulating Signal

i, Zin Zshunt \ Carrier Signal~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-A
V (4) Cstray I- + / + Fig. 6. A simplified block diagram of the synchronous detection system

s 'r' -VinVout detects changes in the effective input capacitance C. Synchronous detection
isolates signals of interest from unwanted signals [2].

differential ground reference Stray signals in the detection environment include alter-
nating signal sources created by other fluorescent lamps, and
other uncontrolled signal sources in the lamp and fixtures. An

Fig. 5. The fully-differential circuit can be separated into two identical half-
circuits. The half-circuit voltages vary with respect to the differential ground illustrative example considers the effect of low-frequency l/f
reference. noise from the front-end op-amp as the unwanted signal on the

output in the synchronous detection system. Figure 7 outlines
In the closed-loop connection shown in Figure 5, the output the frequency domain treatment of the carrier and baseband

voltage, Vot,t, of the half-circuit varies with respect to the signals in the presence of the stray signal which in this case
differential ground reference. If the differential gain of the op- is 1/f noise from the op-amp in the front-end amplifier.
amp is A(s), the input voltage variation relative to the ground
reference is attenuated by A(jw) from the output voltage. 1/f noise Up-modulatedSignal
Because IA('w)l is large by design, the input voltage of the ------ ------------ 1

op-amp, Via, varies very little relative to differential ground \ Low-PassFilter l/fnoise
reference. Since the small variation in Vi, appears across 1
Cstray, the stray capacitance does not shunt much current 1/Anisel\
from the input current, ii,. Therefore, the stray capacitance F - ue-y-1)/2 /2 1/2
can be neglected. Cstray is "bootstrapped" because the voltage X = 1/ 1/\
variation across it is small. The effective impedance, Zeff of Carrier Signal q42kH -yqey(11h) S}H

II ~~~~~~~~~~The1alnisethe bootstrapped stray capacitance is Zshu,t/ A(jw) [2], [3]. L

As an example, the relatively large (30 pF) shield capac- 7 Demodulated Signal
itance of the coaxial cables connecting the electrodes to the e
amplifier can be conveniently neglected. The shield capaci- L---------------------- --

tances are connected to board ground which differs from the Fig. 7. Demodulation of the amplified up-modulated signal by multiplication
differential ground reference. However, the impedance from with the carrier [2]
the input node to the differential ground reference through the
shield capacitances must be at least as large as the impedance Due to the fact that amplification of the up-modulated signal
from the input node to board ground [2]. takes place in the high frequency regime, the low-frequency

2) Synchronous Detection: The signal conditioning cir- or stray 1/f noise is left out of the final demodulated signal
cuitry uses synchronous detection to isolate the effect of the after low-pass filtering. Stray signals in the vicinity of the lamp
symmetric alternating signal source on the capacitive system sensor are treated like the 1/f noise from the amplifier; this ex-
from other stray signals that differ either in frequency or in ample illustrates the specific advantage of using synchronous
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detection in the context of rejecting low-frequency noise from
the electronics that would otherwise be overwhelming. This
principle is similar to chopper-stabilization of amplifiers for
low-frequency signal amplification [2], [6]. A full schematic
of the analog signal conditioning circuitry is shown in Figure
8. The topology remains differential until digitization and the
multiplier is implemented as a fully-differential switching full-
bridge multiplier.4

III. CONTROLLING THE SENSING RANGE

The sensing range of the lamp sensor system can be
cTrle byiingtnee of the electrodecngation Fig. 10. A photograph of the multiple electrode pair system electronics [2]controlled by utilizing the effect of the electrode configuration

on the sensitivity of the differential measurement. In [1], the
measured range test data showed that the sensitivity of the B. Simulated Output
lamp decreased as the separation between the two electrodes The dependence of the differential sensitivity on electrode
(electrode spacing) decreased. This is intuitive because the spacing was simulated using FastCap and the calculated outputdifference measurement of the electric fields in front of the .g.g p p
lamp should be smaller if the two electrodes are closer from th e circuit oure 3 [4].oTheco form
together. That is, as the length-scale of the separation of the exprsioanc of the dapaif tial output Finresponsbetorng' . ~~~~~~~~~~capacitances in the capacitive circuit of Figure 3 can be foundelectrodes decreases relative to the length-scale of the distance in [2]. In the simulation the human target, represented by a
to the target, the differential measurement becomes weaker. six-foot tall rectangular solid conductor, is always standing
A. Multiple Electrode Pairs directly below one electrode in the hanging lamp sensor

and the electrode spacing is varied symmetrically about the
In rde to impemntha lensor whichacontrothe center of the lamp. The differential output voltage from the

sensing range by varying the electrode configuration a signal conditioning electronics is plotted in Figure 12. As
type lamp sensor was built with multiple electrode pairs each exctdthsiuaonhwshttedfertalupt
at a different spacing. A photograph of the prototype lamp voltaef theslam sns shoul increasedfoiren asin
sensor with four electrode pairs is shown in Figure 9. In a eletre spacinlg.
practical lamp sensor, the electrodes in front of the lamp would
be hidden as clear Indium Tin-Oxide electrodes implanted Simulated Vdfffor Varying Electrode Spacings
on the inside of the lamp cover [7]. A photograph of the ___
electronics with four lamp sensor channels interfaced together
for data analysis is shown in Figure 10.

---------

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Spacing(in3)

Fig. 12. A plot of the simulated output voltage for varying electrode
spacings. The effective signal source strength is approximated as lVrms for
the simulation as justified in [2].

Fig. 9. A photograph of the multiple electrode pair system setup [2]. In a
practical lamp sensor, the electrodes in front of the lamp would be hidden as C. Results and Data
clear Indium Tin-Oxide electrodes implanted on the inside of the lamp cover
[7]. An experiment was performed with the multiple electrode

pair system. The goal of the experiment was to determine if
A block diagram of the multiple channel system electronics the system could detect a change in the human target due to

is shown in Figure 11. For simplicity, relays disconnect the the possession or absence of a conducting (metallic) object.
electrodes of unused channelsfro itfrom the inputs toh front- Four different metallic objects were used. They were a large
end amplifiers so that the unused electrodes are floating. (30 lbs.) automotive alternator, a small (10 lbs.) automotive
A master PIG controls the four channels and an analog alternator, a large hollow metal box, and a small hollow metal
Multiplexer (MUX) for transmitting serial output data to a box. The experiment was conducted as follows. The target
PC. walked below the lamp, stopping at one-foot intervals for each
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Electrode1Coax +12V Clkl V CIk2 169 1 53.6 16.1
_VOCM _ +>THS4140 l0.47 F 0.047 pF 0.47 0F To ADC

| 12A8620 l _+12V l
I\-12 V 01Clk2 Clkl 169. 53.6. 16 Q

Electrode 2 Coax
.512V l 12

1 pF Clkl Clk2
AD41 T ~p

31pF 33pF_ +~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~12V -1 _
_ 500 D2 +'

--1 2V AD790 1

1/2 AD8620

-12V

Fig. 8. The full schematic of the analog receiving network for the prototype lamp sensor channel [1], [2], [14]-[17]

Fig. 11. The connection diagram for the prototype multiple channel system [2], [18]-[20]

Simulated V .normalized by V for Passing Human Target
polling of the electrode pairs. Each pass consisted of twelve X1(-i3 Enable Rela Rl Slav Enab

one-foot steps each step corresponding to a measurement TT ,r r
for all four electrode pairs. Each data set consisted of five -0

completepasses.Forreference,typicalplots ofmeasured and 2 0---ve/ ------------------------t----------------------------------------------------------------------

human target are shown in Figures 13 and 14. 2,-, B

The metric for determining if the metallic object was > -2
detected was the rms ac output voltage of the passing sample -4 \1/
for each channel. If the average rms ac output voltage of a 6- ./
data set consisting of five passes was different from the mean
rms ac output voltage of the control data set with a confidence ~ -6 -4Distan from Left End of L3()
level of 97% or better, the data was considered a detection. To
cross validate, a second control data set was taken after each Fig. 13. An example plot the simulated output voltage as a human target
data set and the first and second control data sets were also passes below the lamp sensor [2]. The plot shown is simulated data for a

human target passing at a range of 4ft. The output is normalized by thecompared. The measured data set was only considered valid if effective acrml source voltage V.
the two control data sets were the same with a confidence level
of at least 30%. This ensures that the difference between the
first control data set and the measured data set was not a result
of a slow and uncontrolled change in the output sensitivity of data set, the control set was taken with the human subject
the system. mimicking the body position that he would take on while

For each metallic object, data was taken while holding holding the object. For instance, if the human subject would
the object at waist, chest and then head levels. For each hold a metallic box at chest level, the control set was taken
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V vs. Time TABLE III
_09 _ odiff DETECTION DATA p - values FOR VERTICAL SCANS OF A HUMAN

IO.O5~ 11 1 1 1 T T WALKING BELOW THE LAMP HOLDING VARIOUS METALLIC OBJECTS [2]

Position/ Small Small Large Large
Channel Metal Box Alternator Metal Box Alternator

0.0 1 -------- ----------------- I--------head/I 3.01X10-3 4.738X 1I -205 8 6 x10-220
2 1.22x 10-G 2.80x 10-17 264x 10-12 2.30X 10-129

41 4.0iS . \3 9.30x10 3.x10 359x10-28 5.70X 10-130
B> \ 1 4 3.47x10-11 232x 1044 547X10-35 0

chest/I 0.55 l.1x10 -0 .31x10 0.15
2 0.84 381x10 9.78x105 0.15
3 0.42 0.0013 0.0087 0.076
4 0.12 0.032 1.86x04 0.027

waist/i 0.087 0.0010 0.88 4.55x
n.065 2 0.48 2.28x107 0.35 1.93x1oS120 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 3 0.33 0.0032 0.57 3.41x 10 10

Datapoints 4 0.93 0.032 0.51 5.43x1044

Fig. 14. An example plot of the measured output voltage as a human target
passes below the lamp. The plot shown is data taken from a 6 ft. detection
[2]. only the electrode pairs with the highest sensitivities detected

the object.
The large alternator data is also interesting. It shows that

for the human passing under the lamp with arms bent as if the vertical scanning may be selectively sensitive to certain
holding a box at chest level. Therefore, control data sets were objects at detection ranges bounding a range at which it is not
taken for each body position; for each object. The data was detected or a range in which only one electrode pair detects
analyzed with a Z-test in MATLAB. the object. The data for the chest level large alternator was re-
An overall control data set was taken comparing two data taken to confirm this. With each iteration, it showed the same

sets in which the human was carrying no metallic object. The result depicted in the table. Something particular to the large
overall control data is presented in Table II and shows no solid metallic object makes it less detectable at chest level in
significant difference between the two data sets. our experiments.

TABLE II Potential applications of a vertically scanning, low-cost,
OVERALL CONTROL SAMPLE p - values COMPARING TWO 10-SAMPLE discreet and widespread threat detector are numerous. Any

CONTROL SETS FOR EACH CHANNEL WITH THE HUMAN TARGET public space or secure building in which security is a priority
CARRYING NO OBJECT. could make use of such a metal detector. The vertical scanning

Channel Control capability may also be a forerunner to a more complicated
0.68 tomographic imaging functionality. By taking multiple inde-

3 0.46 pendent measurements of the electric fields distorted by the
4 0.73 presence of a conducting or dielectric object below the lamp,

it may be possible to construct a dielectric tomographic surface
The detection data are presented in Table III. A low p- which could reveal anomalies on the target corresponding to

value means a low probability that the measured data set metallic objects or even dangerous substances. Such anomalies
and the control data set were the same. Therefore, the lowest would be reported as anomalies in the three-dimensional space
p-values represent the most confident detections. Data sets below the lamp so that the location of that object could be
which correspond to detections based on the 97% detection known with some precision. [2]
rule are highlighted. In Table III, channel 1 is the widest-
spaced electrode set corresponding to the longest detection IV. LIMITATIONS AND FURTHER WORK
range and channel 4 is the most closely-spaced electrode pair The lamp sensor with multiple electrode pairs demonstrated
corresponding to the shortest detection range. proof of concept for the ability to detect the difference between
The data show clear detections for each of the metallic a human and the same human carrying a metallic object.

objects at some heights. Therefore, as a proof of concept, the This motivates further work in improving the system so
lamp sensor system was shown to be potentially useful as a that it can detect dielectric anomalies on a person without
metal detector. Consistent with intuition, the larger the object a priori knowledge of the response to the human target
and the closer to the lamp, the more likely it was to be detected without the dielectric anomaly. Therefore, further work will
on the human subject. improve the resolution and robustness of the lamp sensor and
More interestingly, for some objects, only certain electrode will investigate imaging techniques using multiple electrode

configurations showed confident detections. For the small measurements of the electric fields below the lamp to deduce
alternator, only the widest channels detected the object at waist the dielectric makeup of a target as it varies in the vertical
and chest level. This follows the intuition that controlling the axis.
sensitivity of the lamp sensor can distinguish between different The lamp sensor electronics have been designed so that they
heights below the lamp. With the objects at the further ranges, do not contribute significantly to the noise floor of the lamp
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sensor system. The dominant noise source, and therefore the [5] James T. Dakin. "Nonequilibrium Lighting Plasmas". IEEE Transactions
limiting factor in the resolution of the lamp sensor, is the signal on Plasma Science, Vol. 19, No. 6, 1991.

[6] Christian C. Enz, Gabor C. Temez. "Circuit Techniques for Reducingsource Itself, i.e the bulbs and ballast. Therefore, improving the Effects of Op-Amp Imperfections: Autozeroing, Correlated Double
the resolution of the lamp sensor requires an improvement in Sampling, and Chopper Stabilization." Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 84,
the noise content of the effective signal source. To achieve this No. 11, November 1996.

[7] C. L. Chua, R.L. Thornton, D.W. Treat, V.K. Yang, and C. C. Dunnrowicz.
we are pursuing differential-mode feedforward compensation "Indium Tin Oxide Transparent Electrodes for Broad-Area Top-Emitting
to actively cancel the signal source noise. Similar techniques Vertical-Cavity Lasers". IEEE Photonics Technology Letters, Vol. 9, No.
are discussed in [8]-[1 1]. The implementation of feedforward 5, 1997.

[8] Lap-Shun Fock, Anthony Kwan, and Rodney S. Tucker. "Reduction
compensation In the modulation scheme would require a of Semiconductor Laser Intensity Noise by Feedforward Compensation:
division to eliminate intensity noise since it appears as random Experiment and Theory" Journal of Lightwave Technology, Vol. 10, No.
modulations of the carrier signal. Low-noise, high-frequency 12, December 1992.

analog division may be achieved with current-mode translinear 1[9] L. S. Fock, R. S. Tucker. "Simultaneous Reduction of Intensity Noise
analog division may be achieved with current-mode translinear and Distortion in Semiconductor Lasers by Feedforward Compensation."
circuits. Examples of translinear design with current-mode Electronics Letters 4th July 1991 Vol. 27 No. 14.
circuits for synthesis of analog dividers can be found in [12], [10] Adrian J. Keating and David D. Sampson. "Reduction of Excess Inten-
[13]. ' sity Noise in Spectrum-Sliced Incoherent Light for WDM Applications."
[13]. Journal of Lightwave Technology, Vol. 10, No. 12, December 1992.
Finally, before approaching the problem of actively can- [11] Jie Zeng and R. A. de Callafon. "Feedforward estimation for active

celing signal source noise with feedforward compensation, a noise cancellation in the presence of acoustic coupling." 43rd IEEE
Conference on Decision and Control, December 14-17, 2004, Atlantis,better understanding of the origin of the alternating surface Paradise Island, Bahamas.

potential of the bulb is required as it pertains to the alternation [12] Weixin Gai, Hongyi Chen and E. Seevinck. "Quadratic-translinear
of the lengthwise potential distribution. Also, a quantitative CMOS multiplier-divider circuit." Electronics Letters 8th May 1997 Vol.

analyis ofrando signl souce mdulatons bth diferenial- 33 No. 10.
analysis of random signal source modulations both differential- [13] Edgar Sanchez-Sinencio, Jaime Ramfrez-Angulo, Bernab6 Linares-
mode (localized along the length of a bulb) and common-mode Barranco, and Angel Rodrfguez-Vazquez. "Operational Transconductance
will be required. Amplifier-Based Nonlinear Function Syntheses." IEEE Journal of Solid-

State Circuits, Vol. 24, No. 6, December 1989.

V. CONCLUSION [14] "AD8610 data sheet". Analog Devices. Norwood, MA, USA.
[15] "THS4140 data sheet." Texas Instruments. Dallas, TX, USA.

In conclusion, the lamp sensor system achieves good sensi- [16] "AD790 data sheet." Analog Devices. Norwood, MA, USA.
tivity to the presence and motion of human targets below the [17] "ADG411 data sheet." Analog Devices. Norwood, MA, USA.
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more, the lamp sensor demonstrated proof of concept for
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